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ABSTRACT

Coherent signal processing in an airborne radar is highly de-
pendent upon methods used to compensate for platform (e.g., air-
plane) motion. Platform motion causes returns to have doppler
shifts which vary with the angle between the velocity vector of the
platform and that of the targat or scatterer. Because of the finite
antenna beamwidth and the finite transmitted pulse length, radar
returns from many scatterers are received simultaneously from dif-
ferent angles. Therefore, these returns combine to give a spectrum of
doppler frequencies which must be corrected.

Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) is a technique which
compensates for the component of motion which is perpendicular
to the axis of the beam. This report evaluates DPCA in terms of its
improvement to airborne moving target indicator (MTI) performance.
It is shown that MTI performance is improved significantly with
DPCA. However, since DPCA does not completely compensate for
this motion, MTI performance can be limited by this technique under
certain conditions.
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AIRBORNE RADAR MOTION COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES-
EVALUATION OF DPCA

INTRODUCTION

Motion compensation is a fundamental need for a search radar system operated from
a moving platform. The application of digital processing techniques to radar signals has
made it practical to cuhereinLly process many radar returns using moving target indicators
(MTI) with multiple-stage cancellers and coherent integration (narrow-band doppler filter-
ing). The resulting theoretical clutter rejection capability increases the detection of moving
targets in clutter to such a point that other system limitations become the dominant con-
cern.

The full capability of this coherent processing can be realized only through the use
of motion compensation to remove the doppler contributions caused by platform motion.
With existing motion compensation techniques, the radar system may then be limited by
other factors, such as system stability or on-aircraft antenna sidelobes. As these other sys-
tem limitations are improved, it becomes necessary to reconsider the motion compensation
techniques to determine at what level the system is again limited by these techniques.

It is in this context that Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) is considered. Time
Averaged Clutter CohIerent Airborne Radar (TACCAR), which corrects for the platform
velocity component parallel to the axis of the antenna beam pattern, and DPCA, which
corrects for the perpendicular component of platform velocity, make up the motion com-

- pensation techniques which are being applied to present early-warning radar systems. An
evaluation of TACCAR is presented in Ref. 1.

The success of a motion compensation technique must be evaluated in terms of its
improvement to the signa) processing in the radar receiver. Since many airborne radar sys-
terns now (aid in the foreseeable future) involve MTI processing, The improvement in MTI
gain will be used to measure the performance of DPCA.

EFFECT OF PLATFORM MOTION ON MTI PERFORMANCE
~4

The objective of most coherent radar processors is to discriminate between the returns
from moving and fixed targets. For some radar applications, the returns forn fixed ob-
j cts are of interest. However, for the MTI rada, these returns are considered as "clutter"
and slould be rejected. The rejection decision (or filtering) is based on the doppler shift
of the frequency of the returns. If the radar itself is on a moving platform, the returns
from fixed objects will also have doppler shifts. This doppler shift of the returns from A
fixed objecu must be corrected to provide good MTI performance.

In Ref. 1, the dr.ppler shift fd of the return from a scatterer caused by platform mo-
t tion is givn by

L1



2 G. A. ANDREWS

(d =-2 - cs (1)

where

tp - aircraft (platform) velocity vector,
X = transmtted wavelength
0, = vertical angle between up and the direction vector to the scatterer, anoc
02 = horizontal angle between up and the direction vector to the scatterer.

When the axis of the antenna pattern is pointing in a direetion given by the direction
angles 0,, 0, relative to up, and the scatterer is hi the direction 0, i vit reGpect to the
axis of the antenna patter', then

O, = 0, +0.

so

fd =- cOSO, cO5(Oa -r0)

2 - coo,(co8Ba COS- qinOa, sin)

Averaging fd over a symmetrical antenna pattern givm

4 -2~ cos4, Cos00 . (2)

From Ref. 1, the purpose of T ACCA. is to estimate I and remove this component
of doppler shift. When this component is rkmoved, the remaining doppler shift is

-2 - os,tccsO', (cos - 1) - sinO, inG) .83)

By assuming a highly directive anterna pattern so that the range tf int.-rest fox: 0 is
small, the small-angle approximation fov 1Q. (3) !exds to

where

This relation shows *ha# after the TACCAR correction, there remans a doppler nhift
that is approximately proportional to the angit 0 of the sct.terer with respect W eb. zxLa
of the antenna pat-tern. Thwefore, for homogeneo%& ck:tttv, P patfornm.tion cdutter

iperrum results which is we)ghted by the two-way patter of t.e ti.nna. M Ref. 2, it
is shown that this spectrum cf be approimahted b B Ca Oku-z, spectrum -#A.h a 4:ayi mean
and a standard deviation given by

, ,'- ' .- twL * r ,;t.- . .e g .v , .. ..
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where a is the aperture length of the antenna.

In App. A of Ref. I it wai shown that the MTI improvement factor for a zero-mean

Gaussian clutter spectrum is given by

In= 2 o 2n

where

fr. pulse repetition frequency,
a= standard deviation of the clutter brncctrum, and

n -number of delay lines in MTT procceSsor.

Using Eq. 4, the limiitationu to the M1'I imnprovement factor caused h.y platform motion is

2 n !I 0 2n1

where T -1f, is the pulse repetition period. This equation is plotted in Fig. 1 with n as
a parameter. The expresion L',T/a represents the fraction of the antenna aperture that
the antenna is displaced during an interpulse period. Figure 1 illustratocs the limitation to
the MTi improvement factor caused by platform motion.

120-

C

- 0

0-

P
F ACTX)Or 5 ANTENNA APERTURE THAT ANTENNA
LN DISPLACED PER INTERPULSE PERIOD (a.- vyT/a)

Fig. 1-Limitation of the platform motion x on the bM improvemtent factor
In~ for ine'us Values Ot the prsmefteDr the number of delay linee@ in the PAT1
procssa)
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Combining the standard deviation of the clutter spectrum due to internal clutter mo-
tion with that due to platform motion, the total standard deviation of the spectrum is

2 2~
0

2 = 02 + 02M
0T 0  PM

and the total MTI improvement factor is

0 . 6~t t.] . = l - ( 
2  

+r 02M ) /

n! [2ir}oc ]M
This equation gives the combined effect of internal motion and platform motion. It is
plotted in Fig. 2 for Ft single-delay (single-canceller) MTI, in Fig. 3 for a double-delay
(double-canceller) MTI, and in Fig. 4 for a triple-delay (triple-canceller) MTI. The top
curves in these figures represent no platform motion. The other curves represent various
degrees of platform motion. Therefore, the difference between these curves indicates the
loss of MTI improvement factor due to platform motion. This loss can be appreciable for
most applications when the clutter bandwidth ac is small.

DESCRIPTION OF DPCA

Detailed descriptions of DPCA are found in Refs. 2-4. DPCA corrects for the com-
ponent of platform motion parallel to the plane of the antenna aperture by physically or
electronically displacing the phase center of the antenna in the opposite direction. To see
how this is accomplished, it is convenient to consider the effect of the doppler shift on the
interpulse phase advance of returns. The doppler shift given by Eq. (3) can be integrated
over one interpulse period to get this phase advance. Integrating f , the phase advance

rTfo?= 2r f dt.

0

z

wO
40 X.0.

00, 0.1
LRATIO OF CLUTTER SPECTRAL WIDTH TO

PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY (MC/Fr)

Fi. 2--ffecs of platform motion of the &in4le-caa ceer (n - 1) MT1 improve-
ment factor 11. x is the fraction of the atenia aperture that the antenna Is di-jplay d pr interpuse period. The x - 0 curve representa no platform motion.
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W

5.0.

00 ,0-01 0.1
RATIO OF CLUTTER SPECTRAL WIDTH TO

PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY (Cc/Fr)

Fig. 3-Effect of platform motion on the double-canceller (n =2) M7I improve-
ment factor 12- x is the fraction of the antenna aperture that the antenna is dis-
placed per interpulse period. The x 0 curve represents no platform motion.

140 ~- - -- _______

-120

[000

80

ijV

L.

1 40 s*O.O7

-05

201

0.001 ODI CI.1
RATIO OF CLUTTER SPECTRAL WIDTrH TO

PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY (%IF,)

Fig. 4-Effect of platform motion on the triple-cartceller (it 3) MTI improve-
ment factor 13. x is the fraction of the antenna aperture that the antenna is dil-
placed per interpulse period. The x - 0 curve represents no platform motion.

As shown in App. A, if the product of the scan rate 0and the interptlse period T is
small, il can be approximated by

~ wfdT.

Also, within the main beam of a highly directive antenna pattern, Eq. (3) reduces to
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2! 0

Therefore

A point scatterer situated at an angle 0 with respect to the axis of the antenna pat-
tern has a pulse-to-pulse phase advance given by 77. A vector diagram of this effect is
shown in Fig. 5(a). This phase advance could be compensated with the addition of the
quadrature vectors shown in Fig. 6(b). The correction vectors are given by

e jx I tan 1-

and

e 2 -x 2 tan 2

4101

Z_ 4XI

(CL) Ib)

Fig. 5-Vactodall rep~resentation of (a) pulae- o-pulse advmnce il and
(b) platform motion compejasation

If the antenna pattern is G(O), then the amplitudes x, and X2 of the returns from a
point source at an angle 8 are modulated by the two-way pattern G2(8). This leads to the
correction vectors

el-JG2 () 2 1

and

e2- jr2(o) tan 71
e2  2

These vectors can be realized by transmitting the pattern G(6) and by receiving pat-
tern G(8) and an additional pattern A(4) given by

Min
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L(O) G(O) tan 2- (6)

The returns received through the A(0) pattern are subtracted from the returns from the
first pulse received through pattern G(O) and added to the returns from the second pulse.
Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating this technique. In Ref. 2 it is shown that the pat-
tern given by Eq. (6) can be approximated by the difference pattern of a monopulse
antenna.

~ANTENA T RANS -I
SARRAY MTE

0i r -
o---~~~ (9() -- - ]

WEIGHT- L4. ELLEFRS

I I N
MA RI!

- let CANCELLERL --- ----- - -

Fig. 6-Displaced Phase Cetler Antenna (DPCA) correction applied to the first canceller of an
n-stage MT

EFFECT OF DPCA ON MTI PERFORMANCE

Since the antenna pattern defined by Eq. (6) generally must be approximated, the
error in this pattern results in an imperfect DPCA correction and, in turn, in degraded MTI
performance. This effect has been considered in Ref. 4. For the present report, it is
assumed that this pattern is realized perfectly and the effect of a perfect DPCA correction
on a multiple-stage MT1 is evaluated.

The transfer function of an n-stage MTI with DPCA is derived in App. B. Using this
result the power gain is

(1 2 2 l tan2 - 2sin ,I " f I 2 [2 sin (l r )l 
2
n
-2f r 

,

jf~)
2  

(1 + tan [2~/
,11

Since 17 and f; are functions of 0, this power pin is implicitly a function of 0. The
above equation shows that the null of one canceller is shifted by an amount f[. The
other cancellers are not affected by this DPCA correction.

The MTI improvement factor associated with this transfer function is derived in App.
C and given by Eq. (C5) for an n-stage MTI. Equation (C5) is evaluated further for n = 1,
2, and 3. These results are given by Eq. (C9)-(C11). An antenna pattern must be speci-
fied to use these integral equations.

These equations are evaluated in App. D using a (sin x)/x antenna pattern and inte-
grating to the first zero croasing (main lobe). The results are plotted in Fig. D1 for a
single canceller, Fig. D2 for a double canceller, and Fig. D3 for a triple canceller.
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Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. DI it is seen that if the fraction of antenna aperture dis-
placed per interpulse period is less than one-tenth, the MTI improvement factor for a single
canceller with DPCA (Fig. D1) is essentially equal to the MTI improvement factor with
zero velocity (Fig. 2). This corresponds to perfect motion compensation. For higher order
cancellers this compensation is not perfect-however, there is appreciable improvement,
particularly for narrow clutter spectral widths (i.e., overland). To illustrate this point. Fig.
3 and Fig. D2 are superimposed in Fig. 7, and Fig. 4 and Fig. D3 are superimposed in
Fig. 8. In Fig. 7 and 8, the top curve represents the MTI improvement factor for zero
velocity (or perfect compensation). The lower solid curves represent the MTI improvement
factor with platform motion. The dashed curves represent the MTI improvement factor
with platform motion compensated by DPCA.

CONCLUSIONS

Platform motion limits the capability of advanced airborne MTI systems attempting to
obtain high cancellation ratios, as illustrated in Fig. 1. DPCA corrects only one canceller
of a multiple-stage MTI. However this correction leads to significant improvement in the
MTI improvement factur, especially for narrow-bandwidth clutter (i.e., overland).

Figures q and 8 illustrate the improvement that is achieved by DPCA. The parameter
x represents the fraction of the aperture that the antenna is displaced during an interpulse
period. By comparing a solid curve and a dashed curve for the same value for x, the im-
provement in MTI improvement factor can be determined.

Figures 7 and 8 also illustrate the additional improvement that could be achieved by
a more complete compensation, The MTI improvement factor with perfect motion com-
pensation corresponds to the MTI improvement factor with zero platform velocity. This
case is represented by the curves labeled x = 0 (both) in Figs. 7 and 8. By comparing
these curves with the dashed curves ('which represent the MTI improvement factor with
DPCA correction), the additional improvement that an "ideal" motion compensation

1- 100

perio. The 0 cuv,0wWn pafimto. (Thi figu ,,e Iaasp

o
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF PHASE ADVANCE DUE TO PLATFORM MOTION

Instead of using Eq. (3) from the text for f[, an alternate form results from subtract-

ing Eq. (2) from Eq. (1):

fd=fd -fd

= -2 (cos0, - cos 0,)

where

U5 V P vpc0545 .

With a constant scan rate 0,

- + Ot
so that

- -2 " (coA8, - cos(o + Ot)]

and

-TfT 2v dt (Al)

"- OT [2" )T

The product OT represents the angular scan of the antenna during the interpulse period
T. For many radar applicaLions this b very smaHl. Therefore,

6T- 0

which implies that Y) can be approximated by

!i

4 1
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--7--(COSO. - COSea)

41r!ujT
- (COS(O 0 + 0) - C050 0)

4rT(cosO. (cos0 - 1) - inO. sin0)

Using Eq. (3)

=2vrf T = v
fr

This is the result that would have been obtained by assuming f~to be constant with
respect to time in Eq. (Al) and integrating immediately.



APPEN9IX B
DERIVATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF AN MTI WITH DPCA

An n-stage MTI with DPCA applied to the first stage is shown in Fig. B(a). From
Eq. (5),

,6(0) = jG(O) tan 17
2

Therefore, Fig. BI(a) can be redrawn as shown in Fig. Bl(b). The transfer function is
given by the Fourier transform of the impulse response, i.e., by

Hn(w) = f-hn(t)e"J~tdt

where hn(t) is the impulse response of the system.

Considering the first stage first and then the remaining n-1 stages,

Hr,(w) = Hj(/)H-j(w)

as shown in Fig. Bl(c). Hj(w) is the transfer function of the first stage and Hn-l(w) is
the transfer function of the 'ast n-1 stages.

The impulse response of the first stage is

h (t) 1 ( taJn (t) - jtn!6t-T

The transfer function of the first stage is

HI(W) f h (t*4wtdt

(I ( j tan) (I+jtn-7,-w

Letting z o oT gve

ton - 1 -jtan(q/2)

'12

aim . -_- ' __ ._ . ,
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But

1 +j tan I j tan 2

2 2Il-j tan2 + tan 2

1-n1 + n (2 t

2

cos2 - - sin2.2 + j (2sin.! cos~
2 -- 2 _ 2 2

cos2 ! , sin2
2 2

cosg + sin'7i

Therefore

A similar derivation for the last n-I stages leads to

Hn-I (Z) ,

assuming binomial weights for the last n-I stages. Combining these results gives

-j(z ta (1  . l(-el( z1 -

The above equation shows that the zero of the fust stage is rotated by an angle 17 in the
z plane.

Returning to the frequency doiain by letting z ei'T leads to

Hi (W) (I - tan ReJI(wT-T~)j2l [2 sin

and

Hn-j(w) e [2 sin

Therefore an n-sUta MTI with DPCA hu a trander function given by
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Hn (w) I j tan 2.e(nwf)2 [2 sin l) [2 sinl-T]

Letting

i •1
6

17= 21r- and T

then

Hn (n) in= jf tan )emrfr.<721[2 sin (ir 7h)] [2 -si (7r. L)] -I
i2

This equa t ion shows that the zero of the first cancellor is shifted to a frequency fj. This
corresponds to rotation of the zero in the z plane by an angle jj.

I

++

(a)) 
+

G( ) T

SFig BI-An ntap MT/ with DP*CA correcton applie to the f'n-st A&V (a). Replacing (O) by jO(O)
tan (1?/2) allows sketch (a) to be ran (b). The tmitn function Hn(w) Is also illustrated (c).

44

i4

!4



APPENDIX 
C

DERIVATION OF THE MTI IMPROVEMENT FACTOR WITH DPCA

Assume a Gaussian clutter spectrum given by

W(f) = Woe -1 /2(f2 / c)

The clutter power received at an angle 0 with respect to the axis of the antenna pat-
tern has a mean doppler given by Eq. (3) of the text and is amplitude modulated by the
antenna power pattern, G4(0). Therefore, this clutter is described by

W(r, 6) =  WOG 4 (0 )21 2 (f) /  (Cl)

The total input clutter power from the mainbeam is

-o
_ Pic . W(f,0) df dO ,

where O0 corresponds to integration over the mainbeam.

Using Eq. (Cl) and integrating with respect to frequency yields

Pic= WO\27-ro f G4 (0) dO. (C2)
0

a From App. B the power gain of the n-stage MTl with DPCA is2i [2 si ofL 1 n-
f)12  -(+ tan2 7) [2 sin (7rL[2 (

The output clutter power is given by

Poc =  0 W(f, 0)IH n(f) 2  df dO

= tan2  l)H.O) d8 (C3)

16

I
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IIn(O) = r2 sin (-r~ ) 2r [2 sin (ir)]2- exp [2(Lc) 2  df .

From App. A of Re,% 1, the average target gin G is

Ln -1 3-5---2n -1)J.

The MTI improvement factor, then, is

- P.

2n[1-3.5...(2n - 1)] V - 0c 0G4(0)dO
00 (c6)

n! 9 G4(8) (+ tan2 -x),Hwdo (C

Further evaluation of the MTI improvement factor requires that the antenna pattern
G(O) be specified and Hn(O) be derived.

For a Single Cancelier (nal)

fL 2 oc /Jdf

For successful MTI action it is necessary thdi the inequality

a, << f'

holds true. Using this fact, and letting

f - f- - x

and

df = dx

gives

X2 ep ( /. )dx"

Evaluating this integral* leads to

*?*eLts, B.O., "A Oboot T" of InWeah," DoIo: Oh;, 99* ; 4th ,d., rmleed by R.M. Foetar, 1956.
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H1 (O) V1 2o7, c / (C6)

which is not a function of f , and therefore not a function of 0.

Double Canceller (a - 2)

For a double canceller

H2(0) =f~ [2 sin [~LA)2 2sin (if] exp [~(- ]df.

Again letting x f - fj yields

0. 2 2X

H2(0) =f [2 sin (i~]2[2 sin (i v~i exp [- d ~x

24 sin 2 WI) sin ( , :I cos + cos Sin f/ Tfl2

X exp 2 dx.

so

H2(0) =24 [in2 (wrld)f' &i2 (X4) COS2 (r)exp 2~~~

+ co82  6) Sin 4 j exp

* 2 fsin JCos Sin3 Cos (7r-1) exp dx]

Since the integrand of the third integral in the above equation is an odd function,
therefore the value of that integral is zero. Using the trigonometric identity sin 2A =
2 sinA cosA in the first integral gives ((2

H2(0) = sIn ) sn w exp dx

i:T

X 2 fit+ C06 11 sine'tp 2 d4
- -- - - ) M fr a -Y4
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And, as before, letting o, << fr leads to

H2 (0) = 4,/- (2v° 2 .si)2 (F'-d + 3 -2-0a (2,.7) 4 COS2( r6) (C7)

Triple Canceller (x = 3)

For a triple canceller,

H30 2 2sin[' 2 [2sin (7r f-'21

Letting x = f - fj yields

H3 (0) = f [2 sinr - 2 {2 in( )cos(rr)+ cosr sin f)
_~~ /0 fr I3 f fl

XA exp (_X 2 ) 2cix.

Expanding this integrand and eliminating all odd powers of sin[wr(x/fr)I, whose integral '

zero, leads to

4L) f 22 (IsT 2
H3 03) =sin4(7r CS (ir fsin(xr) exp (- x d)r/ -oo F i r / l

+ 6 sin 2 ( r2) cos 2 (r )f 28 Co°s 2 (f sin 4 (ir )exp(- 2)dx

+ (f __ 02x

CC

Letting c << f, these integrals can be evaluated as before:

(2w2  'fl  x2 exp( ~

6(H0 2 ()i co., (Ld)I x exp 2 02 - ),
fr frf/J_

4(w1f, x ( f2;

P _
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Evaluating these integrals yields

H 3 (0) = V/f o, 24 2rOc 
2

fr/sin4 (1rL

( f fr
+ 6(22)(3)2- -Oc('7") sin2(irG) c6s2 ( r).

+ N f2(, / COS4 (C8)

Using Eqs. (C5)-(C8), the MTI improvement factors for a single, double, and triple
canceller with DPCA can be obtained. For a single canceller,

/ fr 2o G(e) dO

', -
2 ( fry 2- 04

121r 0 [1+ tan2  G4(0) do

J-00 G4(o) dO
=11 [1 (wf1 (C9)0 [ + tan 2 ( r_4 G4(e) do

where I1 [= 2(fr/2roc) 2 ] is the MTI improvement factor for an MTI without platform mo-
tion or with perfect motion compensation. Therefore the remaining part of Eq. (C9) can
be considered a . a loss due to the imperfect compensation of DPCA. For a double can-
celler,

£00

1 2( Tf - 43 f 80 G 4 ( ) d OT o 00 (IT{3 o + 4 A d)] do
cf f r G4(o)1+tan2 (r ) [3c (I ) ( sin dl O

o G4(O) dO12 0 (7r [COS o
-2fOG4(o) 1 + 2 Cs2(rT + Z Isin2 (r!) dO

where

1 '2 r 0C

and

t ~ ~I = 22o/=

- -t
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Using the trigonometric identity

sin 2 A cos 2A + sin 2 A 1
I cos 2 A cos 2 A cos 2 A

yields

f 0 G4(0) dO
2 f G4( 1 + 11 tan 2  dO ()

As before, a loss term is identified in Eq. (C10). Finally, for a triple canceller,

6 15' G4(0)dO

I\,
0 0 . r \ f n

/, ,
- cOS2 (2r"0d/+ 16  ' s in 4 (fr r

(C11)

f0 G4 (O) dO

13 0-036 1f~\ BI
'O0G 4 (O) co 2 

I 
i

f
, ) + M I, aIin 2 (7r -L) + -9. sirl2 t i-n2 - dOf]

where

12 2

and

-2€ 11 2 21-/-r.-

Therefore, th( MTI improvement factor with DPCA is given by Eq. (C9) for a single can-
ceUer, by Eq. (C10) for a double canceller, by Eq. (C11) for a triple canceller, and can be
calculated from Eq.(CS) for an n4t cncellwer.

. , @,r, # .r ". 
: -
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APPENDIX D
EVALUATION OF DPCA WITH A sinx/x ANTENNA PATTERN

For a (sinx)/x antenna patteni,

sin a rsinG4(0) L 7 x 0

where a is the aperture length of the antenna and X is the transmitted wavelength.

Integrating over the main lobe implies that
a

-7r < 7T-sin0 < ir.

For a single canceller with DPCA, Eq. (C9) can be rewritten as

GoJj = 1GO+  (D1)
Go + GI

where

GO =J-0 G4(0) dO (D 2)-00

and

GI = G4(0) tan2 (7r1f) dO. (D3)-Oo fr/

For a double canceller, Eq. (C10) can be rewritten as

1i - 12 Go (D4)
Go + - 11G1

For a triple canceller, Eq. (Cll) can be rewritten as

Go
13 13 (D5)

G2 + j 11 G3 + 12G4

21
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where

00 
f

G2G0o 2 dO (D6)

G3 M 4(o) i 2 L4

and

(14= G4(6) sin 2  tarn2 (fr)dO. (D8)
-00 T

The problem is reduced wO the evaluation of Go, GI, Gi, G3, and 04. Letting

x = it sin0

implies that sinO =(XNlia)x. Thus

cosO~ ~ ~ -sira1 [YT)a\ - X2] 1/2,

and for aA >>

dx~ coso do [(' 2  0l d

and

Using the above relationships yields

Go 7 [)2 -X2] ..1/2(a 4 dx

Ef ()
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and for f, -2(vy A) sinO =-2(vyIwa)x and T = lfr,

t~JI1 2 2(Cx) (BH dx

where C =2v 7 Tie. In the same way,

x rco 2 (Cx) si- dx,

Wa f . fsnx 4

G3 -Lf sin 2 (CX) -d
ffa x

and

Using these rerults, Eqs. (DI), D4), and (D6) can be rewritten as

Gb +G'I

and

13 G (Dll)
36 , 8
112 j-lGa + -1 7

where

x dx ,(D12)

CtniX X D3
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cos 2(Cx) dX, (D14)

G'3  Sf -in2(CX) dX (DIb)

and

-i 4

with C =2vT/a.

Equations (D12) through(D16) are in a form that can be solved on a computer by
any ;tandard integration routine. The evaluation of thee integrals is given in Table D1.
Equations (D9)-(D1l) are plotted in Figs. D1-D3 using Table D1.

Table D1
Calculated Values of the h.' tgrahs G Used in Evaluating MTI Improvement Factors

(with DPCA), as a Filinction of the Motion Parameter x

Calculated Values for

x = 0.001 x = 0.01 x =0.1

Gb 1.04 1.04 1.04

G, 2.6883 X 10 -6  2.6895 X 10- 4  2.8221 X 10-2

Gj 1.04 1.04 1.02

SG 2.68828 X 10 4  2.68766 X 10-  2.62634 X 10 -

G 1.88496 X 10 -1 1 1.88563 X10 7 1.9579 X 1 0 -3
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6--41 14 .

'Jo'

OM~ 001 0.1
RATIO OF CLUTTER SPECTRAL WIDTH TO

PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY (-C/Fr)

Fig. Di-Effect of platform motion on the single-canceller (n - 1) NIT1 improve-
metlit Prector I', with DPCA. x is the fraction of the antenna aperture that the
antenna is dipplaced per intarpulee period. (See Fig. 2.)

10-
z

1.00

sJo

RAI O LUTR PCTA WON 1

xUS REETT0 NFEQECY(7/r

Fig D-Efet f lafom nomo o te oulecacele ( -2)UT0.1rve

FiCD2tfctr~i A of pltommoino the rctouboleanten na -pt2) Mtha tmroe-

ant~nvA W 41&= e epulee period. (See FIga3 and 1.)
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140 -~

8-120
20

-0-01
~too

-0.07

40-I

20 -I

0.0 1

RATIO, OF CI UTTER SPECTRAL M1OTH4 TO
PULSE_ REPETION FREQUENCY (%/F.)

Fig. DO--Effact ofplaform motioni on the tWipke-caneil.r (n w 3) MTI improve-
ment factor Ij with DPCA. x Is the fraction of th. antenna aperture that the
antena is displaced par inter~Is pariod. (See Fig. 4 and S.)
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